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Can I calculate direct and
indirect emissions with LCA?

Yes. In LCA of any product or activity, direct or indirect effects can be calculated, 

considering if the impact is positive or negative.
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LCA is based on the concept that the total environmental impact of a given activity or product occurs during its whole 
life cycle. However, it is often useful to understand where the highest ecological liabilities arise. Therefore, a distinction 
is made between direct and indirect emissions.

Direct emissions are those that occur in direct relation to the entity that is responsible for the product or activity. Indirect 
emissions are true life cycle impacts, since they occur before and after production.

 In an LCA of any product, direct and indirect effects are always calculated, and may be presented separately. The 
separation is useful, since it is easier for a company to act on its direct emissions than on the indirect ones.  
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LCA is based on the concept that the total environmental impact of a given activity or product occurs during 
its whole life cycle. However, it is often useful to understand where the highest ecological liabilities arise. 
Therefore, a distinction is made between direct and indirect emissions.

Direct emissions are those that occur in direct relation to the entity that is responsible for the product or 
activity. For example, when considering a factory, its direct emissions are emissions from fuel burning. When 
building a dam, direct emissions are not only fuel consumption and emissions, but also landscape and 
biodiversity impacts from water level rise.

Indirect emissions are true life cycle impacts, since they occur before and after production. In a factory, 
indirect impacts range from those that result from the production of materials used to the impacts of final 
waste disposal.

Note that both direct and indirect impacts may be positive (environmental benefit) or negative (environmental 
harm). For example, a hydroelectric dam has a positive indirect effect, since it produces electrical energy that 
substitutes the production of electricity from fossil fuels.

In an LCA of any product, direct and indirect effects are always calculated, and may be presented separately. 
Even tough indirect emissions show a broader picture of the environmental performance of a product or 
company, the separation is useful, since it is easier for a company to act on its direct emissions than on the 
indirect ones. 

SimaPro 7.1 is a professional tool to collect, analyze and monitor the environmental performance of products 
and services. We this software we can easily model and analyze complex life cycles in a systematic and 
transparent way, following the ISO 14040 series recommendations. 

The figures below show 2 examples of SimaPro’s LCA results. Taking organic potatoes as an example, we 
see results as a flux scheme, where percentages of the total aggregated impact are shown. Direct impacts 
are shown in the first line boxes, and indirect impacts are show in the lower lines (figure 11). Besides SimaPro 
also allows us to see which are the steps of the overall life cycle that have a higher impact as a graphic (figure 
12).
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Figure 12 – An example of SimaPro’s LCA results. Analyzing organic potatoes.
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Figure 11 – An Example of SimaPro’s LCA results. Analyzing organic potatoes.
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+ info 
For Greenhouse Gas Emissions Calculator, see: 
US Environmental Agency http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/emissions/ind_calculator.html

For a description of the SimaPro software:
SimaPro, Life Cycle Assessment software and database, PRé Consultants, Amersfoort, The Netherlands.

SimaPro 7.1 is a widely used LCA software, see: 
http://www.pre.nl/simapro/
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